Primary Life Science

Kindergarten Life Science

Students learn about the parts of animals and plants as they make their own mini books. The center of our books, and the best way to share stories about animals and plants is a lot in common. Observations of animals and plants need to be alive, their body parts, baby animals, and some new animal too. Let students use what they’ve learned.

KIDS365KIT $240.00
KIDS365REFILL $112.00
SKLS100 Spanish Supplement $117.50

Healthy Science 1

Students learn the basics of staying healthy including washing, good food, being safe, and staying well. They create mini books that become part of their Healthy Life that will be treasured by families for years.

KIDS365KIT $250.00
KIDS365REFILL $112.00
SHSO100 Spanish Supplement $117.50
ZHSS30 30 sets overlay/sheet/poem $26.25

Primary Physical Science

Kindergarten Physical Science

Young children are excited to learn about their own bodies and the world around them. They learn about forces, push, and pull. They explore gravity and density as they begin to learn about the laws that make things move.

KIPS1KIT $230.00
KIPS1REFILL $102.00
SKLS100 Spanish Supplement $117.50
K1PS1KITS $310.00

Physics of Movement

Students start exploring movement by moving themselves and then find out how to start moving, stop moving, and changing direction. Students will design and build a toy vehicle that can roll, slide, spin, or move in several ways. They explore gravity and density as they begin to learn about the laws that make things move.

KIPS1KIT $230.00
KIPS1REFILL $102.00
SKLS100 Spanish Supplement $117.50
K1PS1KITS $310.00

Primary Earth & Space Science

Kindergarten Earth/Space Science

Students learn about the Earth and space as they observe how the Sun appears to move through the sky, become weather watchers and distinguish weather and weather. They put energy from the Sun and the wind to work with color changing plastics and take home wind toys.

KISE30 $25.00
KISE30REFILL $12.50
SKS30100 Spanish Supplement $122.50

Animals and Plants

Children begin by exploring what grows and what doesn’t. Then they change into an ecosystem to learn about the forces that animals need to stay alive, their body parts, baby animals, and about animal life.

KISLP1KISKIT $260.00
KISLP2KIKIT $305.00
SELP100 Spanish Supplement $13.25
ZAPS1SP Spanish Student Booklets (30) $17.00

Healthy Science 2

In this unit, students learn about how energy makes things work. They create mini books that become part of their Healthy Life that will be treasured by families for years.

KISLP1KISKIT $260.00
KISLP2KIKIT $305.00
SELP100 Spanish Supplement $13.25
ZAPS1SP Spanish Student Booklets (30) $17.00

Soils and Rocks

Students perform tests on sand, clay, and humus to determine the unique properties of each kind of soil. They perform experiments to discover which soil is the best for growing plants and what growing plants need. Soils are explored as student sets, critter, and perform geological tests.

KIRIKIT $250.00
KIRIKITS $125.00
KIRIKITS100 Spanish Supplement $117.50
ZARS1SP Spanish Student Booklets (30) $18.00
ZARDS1SP Spanish Student Booklets (30) $18.00

Energy

Energy and engineering join forces in this unit. Students explore energy as they use different materials to design and build a toy vehicle that can roll, slide, spin, or move in several ways. Finally, students examine paper that has an unusual reaction to heat energy.

KIPS1KIT $230.00
KIPS1KITS $310.00
SELP100 Spanish Supplement $13.25
ZAPS1SP Spanish Student Booklets (30) $17.00

Biodiversity

The many different kinds of life on Earth are explored as students work with the metaphors of ecosystems, the life cycle of the cucumber plant, and a living thing that isn’t a plant or an animal but powers inside and is used to eat – watermelon!

KISLP1KISKIT $260.00
KISLP2KIKIT $305.00
SELP100 Spanish Supplement $13.25
ZAPS1SP Spanish Student Booklets (30) $17.00

Sky

Students make and use several weather watching tools and learn to use a thermometer as they start to keep track of what’s happening outside. The right day is explored and children learn that the Sun isn’t the only thing that appears to move across the sky.

KISEX30 $65.00
KISEX30REFILL $165.00
SKEX100 Spanish Supplement $117.50
ZK1EX1SP Spanish Student Booklets (30) $13.25
ZK1EX2SP Spanish Student Booklets (30) $13.25

To order: Call 800-894-1492 or Fax 505-892-6375 or Email order@centerforhandsonlearning.com

The Center for Hands-On Learning is a 501(c)3 corporation.

Center for Hands-On Learning

206 Frontage Road
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
505-896-1722 | 800-894-1492
www.centerforhandsonlearning.com

Don’t see exactly the topics you want? Customize your kits using our lessons to perfectly fit your Standards and Benchmarks. Call 800-894-1492 for details.

Homeschoolers - Please call 800-894-1492 and let us customize your kit to meet your family’s or co-op’s needs.

All kits include:
• Teacher’s Guide with color photos, lesson overviews (all grades), and scripted lesson (grades 1-5)
• Materials for 30 students packed in labeled bags BY LESSON (no more hunting through a bin for a tiny bag of paper clips)
• Consumable Student Booklets provide structure for students with more writing, reading, and using mathematics in every grade and with the Science Performance Standards right on the page to let parents know “the why” behind each lesson
• Posters and games which are great for reviewing concepts before year-end testing
• Multiple choice and short answer practice tests as well as rubrics for each lesson (grades 1-5)
• Access to “Just-In-Time Training” web site with additional help and videos
• Sturdy Rubber/Maid bins to hold it all

Also available:
• Spanish Supplements for all Primary Kits include all student materials in Spanish, Spanish Student Booklets and certain other supporting materials are available for Intermediate kits.

To order:
Call 800-894-1492 or Fax 505-892-6375 or Email order@centerforhandsonlearning.com

The Center for Hands-On Learning is a 501(c)3 corporation.